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In thia paper it is ahown that in a general equilibrium model with price rigidities there
exists a connected set of conatrained equilibria containing both trivial equilibria. The
proof of this theorem combines resulta in the areas of mathematica! programming with
those in topology. Thia reault is proved without using differentiability aseumptions and is
also extended to the case with upper aemi-continuous demand correspondencea. All known
existence results for the model diacusaed follow as easy corollaries from theae results.1
1 Introduction
In ec;onomic models with fixed prices and quantity rationing many exiatence results have
been given in the past. In Drèze (1975) the exiatence of a conatrained equilibrium without
rationing on the market of the numeraire commodity was ehown. In van der Laan (1980b)
it was remarked that there exist two trivial equilibria which also satiefy the conditiona
for a conatrained equilibrium given by Drèze (1975). In one of theae trivial equilibria the
prices of all commodities are set equal to their lower bound and supply of all commodities
is completely rationed, while the demand of every commodity is not rationed. The aecond
trivial equilibrium is obtained by setting all prices equal to their upper bound, rationing the
demand of all commodities completely and not rationing the aupply ofany commodity. Van
der Laan (19806) and, in a somewhat different model, Kurz (1982) ehowed the exiatence
of non-trivial equilibria without rationing on the demanda, while van der Laan (1982)
showed Lhe exiatence of a non-trivial equilibrium without rationing on the demanda and
without rationing on at least one market. This constrained equilibrium is called a real
unemployment equilibrium. Similar results have been obtained in Dehez and Drèze (1984),
van der Laan (1984), and Weddepohl (1987), tor modela with a different aet of admissible
prices. In van der Laan and Talman (1990) and Herings (1992) more equilibrium existence
results are given.
Van der Laan (1982) atatea a theorem that there ia a connected set of conatrained
c~cluilibria containing both the trivial equilibrium with complete aupply rationing and a
real unemployment equilibrium. The proof is based on propertiea of pointa generated
by a simplicial algorithm applied to a model with price rigiditiea and quantity rationing.
However, the proof is not complete since it asaumes that a certain sequence of connected I-
manifolds has a subaequence that convergea to some connected 1-manifold. Thia reasoning
is not valid in general. Neverthelesa, the basic idea of the proof, the uae of the properties
of the path of pointa generated by a simplicial algorithm in order to obtain insight into
thc structure of the set ot constrained equilibria, will turn out to be very uae(ul. This idea
will be used to ahow the exiatence of a connected set of constrained equilibria containing
the two trivial equilibria, which is a generalization of the result in van der Laan (1982).
No differentiability assumptions will be made on demand functiona in order to derive thie
result. In fact it will be ahown that it ia possible to obtain the same reault in the case with
upper semi-continuous excess demand correspondences.
In Section 2 the model and equilibrium concept used ia briefly diacuased. In Section 3 the
algorithrn uaed in van dcr Laan (1982) ia preaented. It is applied on a function derived from
the exceas demand function of an economy with price rigiditiea and quantity constraints. It
is shown that thc algorithm gcneratea a path of pointa connecting the two trivial equilibria.
In Section 4 it is shown that the set of constrained equilibria has a component, i.e. a2
ruaxirnally connected subset, which contains the two trivial equilibria. In Section 5 it
is shown that the results of Section 4 remain valid if weaker asaumptions are made with
respect to the economy, guaranteeing only that the excess demand correspondence ia upper
semi-continuous instead oí being a continuous function. In Section 6 it is shown that all the
earlier mentioned equilibrium existence results can be proved by a one line argument using
the results of Sections 4 and 5. In Section 7 the main conclusions are briefly summarized.
2 The Model
In the following, for k E N, define Ik -{1,...,k}, Qk -{x E Rk ~`dj E Ik, 0 C
~~ C I}, let Ok be a k-dimensional vector of zeros, and let lk be a k-dimenaional vec-
Lor uf uncs. (;unsidcr xn cxchangc cconorny with pritx, rigidil,ics and a rationing sysl,~~m,
~-~{X', Y', w'}mr, Plp,~l, (l, L)) . There are m consumers indexed i- 1, ... , m and n
commodities indexed j - 1, .. ., n. A consumer is defined by a consumption set X`, a pref-
erence ordering }' on X', and a vector of initial endowments w'. The set of admisaible
priccs is denoted by P~p,D~. Here p denotea a lower bound and p an upper bound on the set
of aclmissible prices. The rationing system (l, L) is a pair of functiona, each function having
rnn components. Function values describe rationing schemea permitted in the economy.
I~or every i E Im and for every j E 1" component (i - 1) n t j of l is denoted by l~ and
component (i - 1) n-F j of L is denoted by L'~. This description of the poasible rationing
schemes is very general and includes special cases as uniform rationing (Drèze (1975)), ra-
tioning determined by initial endowments (Kurz (1982)), rationing determined by market
shares (Weddepohl (1983)), rationing determined by priority (Weddepohl (1987)), or no
constraints on the admissible rationing schemes (Herings (1992)).
Wil.h nspr,r l, to tho cr~onorny F thc following assurnptions arc madc:
A1. For every i E Im, X' is a convex, closed, non-empty subset of R", X' C R~, and
X~fR~CX'.
A2. I:or every i E Im, the preference ordering Y' on X' ia transitive, complete, continuous,
wcakly rnonotonic, and convex.
A3. For cvcry i E Im, thc initial endowmenta w' are an element of Int (X') .
A4. '1'hc set of admissible prices is equal to
Plp.v) -{P E Rt Id1 E~ne Q~ C Pi C Pi } i
fur ~,nir- ~;iw~n L,P C Ii.~ snch that fur cvcry j E I", 0 G LJ c p~.3
A5. The functions !: Q" ~-R~" and L: Q" -~ R~" apecifying the rationing system
are continuous on Q" and satisfy for every i E Im, j E 1", q E Q",
1~ (r) if r E Q" and q~ - r„
Oifq~-0, and!'~(q)G-w~ifq~-1,
L'~(r) ifrEQ"andq~-r„
~ w~ if q~ - 0, and L~ (q) - 0 if q~ - 1.
hEl,,.`{i}
A8. The preference ordering ri on Xi is strongly convex. 1
A prefcrence relation ~i on Xi is weakly monotonic if xi,yi E Xi and brj E I", x~ 1 y~
implics xi r' y'. For xi, y' E X', let xi ~i yi be defined as x` ~` y' and not yi ~' x'.
A preference relation ~' on X' is convex if xi, yi E Xi and x' ~' yi impliea for every
0 G a G l, axi f(1 - a)yi ~i y'. A preference relation }' on X' is strongly convex if
x', y' E X', xi ~ y', and xi ~i yi implies for every 0 G a G 1, ax' f(1 - a) yi Yi yi.
Civen p E Plp,yJ, l' E-R}, and Li E R}, the conatrained budget set of consumer
i E Im at price p and rationing scheme (Íi, Li) is defined by
~`(1', L~,P) -{x~ E X~ IP' x~ G p~ w', 1' G x` - w' G Li },
and the constrained demand set of consumer i E Im at price p and rationing acheme (li, Li)
is defincd by
ó~(l`, L', P) -{x' E 1?'(!', L', P) Iby~ E B~(1~, L~, P)~ x~ ~~ y' }-
Definition 2.1 (Constrained Equilibrium)
A conslrainedequilibrium of the economy ~-~{Xi, ~i,w'}m1, Ple,pJ, (l, L)) is an element
m m m
~x.r . . . , x'm, l'', . . . , l'm, L'', . . . , L'm, p'~ E ~ Xi x ~ -Rt x ~ Rt x Pip,v)
ivl icl :-1
.tirtrh Ihal
Í. dt E 1," : x'i E Uri ( l'i, L'i, p.) i
m m i n. 2. ~i-r
x.i -~i-l w- ~ i
3. t1j E I" : x~h - w~ - L~h for some h E l,,, implies x~i - w~ ~ l~i, `di E Im, and
x~h - w~ - I~h for some h E Im implies x~i - w~ G L~i, `di E Im;
~j. b'j E I" : p~ G p~ implies L~i ~ xji - w~, di E Im, and p~ 1 p~ implies !Ji G
x~' - w~, `di E I,,,;
rThis assumption will be dropped in Sections 5 and 6.4
5. (1'',...,1'm) E I(Q") and (L'',...,L'm) E L(Q").
I~or j E 1,,, dr~fine the component p~ of the function p : Q" ~ Pip,Pi by
Pi(q)-max{P~,rnin{(2-39i)P~}(39i-I)Pi,Pi}}, V9EQ".
Moreover, define the functions 1: Q" --~ -Rt" and L: Q" ~ Rt" by
1(7) - I(min{I",~;9}), VqEQ",
G(q) - L(max{0",3q-21"}), VqEQ",
where the maximum and the minimum are taken componentwise. The componenta Í~ of l
and !~ oí L are defined in the same way as the componente l'~ and L~. It can be shown, as
in Ilerings ( 1992), that thcre is no loss of generality in describing the prices and rationing
schenxw sirnultaneously using the function (p x Ï x L) : Q" -~ Pip,~l x-R~" x Rt" ií one
is intcnwtcd in all thc possible constrained equilibrium allocations and prices, or binding
rationing constraints. I~or every q E Q" define the set W (q) of vectors in R" orthogonal on
p(q), so W(q) - {z E R" ~ p(q). z- 0}, and define the total excesa demand correspondence
~:Q"~R"by
C (q) - (~ a' (Ï' (q) , L' (q) , P (q)~ - ~ {w' }) ~ W (q) , Vq E Q".
,-r :-r
Using the results in Herings ( 1992) the following theorem can be ahown.
Theorem 2.2
Let be given the economy ~-({X', ~', w'}m1, Pfe,rl, (l, L)) and let the Assumptions A1-
A5 be satisfied. Then the cornespondence ~: Q" ~ R" satisfies the jollouring conditions
l. (; i.ti a non-cmpl y ruid r.onvr,x valtted correspondence;
Y3. ~ is an upper semi-continuous correspondence;
iT.VqEQ", VzE~(q), VjEI", z~10 tij9i -Oi
.(. Vq E Q", Vz E C(q) , VJ E I", z~ G 0 tj 4i - I i
5. VqEQ", VzE~(q), p(q)'z-0.
If in nddilion Assumption A6 is satisfied, then ~ is a continuous junction.
If for some q E Q", 0 E ~(q), then it is eaeily verified that q induces a conatrained equilib-
rium (:c'~, . ,x'm,l(q), l.(q),P(q)), where Vi E Im, x`~ E Á~(h(q),L~(q),P(q)). Condition ]5
uf I)i~linition 'l.l is guaranta,d by thc dclinition of thc corrc~spondcnces b' and ~. Condition
`l is satis(icd since 0 E ~(q). Finally, Conditions 3, 4, and 5 are satisfied by the definition
of thc function (p x I x G).
I.et q- 0". By Properties 3 and 5 ofTheorem 2.2 it follows immediately that ~(0") - 0".
MorrYiver, 0" induces a constrained equilibrium (wr,...,wm,Om",L(0"),p). Thia is the
Lrivial i~quilibrium with complctc supply rationing.
Lct q- I". 13y Properties 4 and 5 of Theorem 2.2 it follows immediately that ~(1") -
0". Morrnver, I" induces a constrained equilibrium (wr, ..., wm, l(1"), Om", p). This is the
trivial cquilibrium with complete demand rationing.
3 The Algorithm
In Sections 3 and 4 it will always be assumed that the Assumptiona A1-A6 are satisfied
for a given economy E. In this section an algorithm is discussed which computes a zero
point of ~. First some preliminaries are given. Let xr, ... , x`}1 be t f 1 affinely independent
points in It". Then the t-simplex denoted by o(x`,...,x`t`) is defined as the convex hull
oC Lhe set with clements xr,...,x`tr, so
a ~xr,...,x~fi~ - co ~{xr,...,x't~l~
The points xr ,..., xt}1 are called the vertices of a(xl, ..., x`tl ). A(t - 1) -simplex r
being the convex hull of t vertices of the simplex a(xl, .. ., x`tl) ia called a facet of o.
There is exactly one vertex of o, say xk for some k E litl, which is not a vertex of a
facel. r uf a and therr~fore r is called Lhe faceL of a opposite the vertex xk. Two different
simplices o' and ó~ are called adjacent if one of them is a facet of the other or if both
share a common facet.
Definition 3.1 (Triangulation)
(,et .S be a t-dimensional convex subset of Rk. A collection G ojt-simpltces is a simplicia!
subdivision or lriangulation oj S ij
l. U,E~o - S;
td. The inlersection oj two simplices in G is either empty or the convex hul! of s G t f 1
common vertices;
3. Ij a facet r of a simplex or E G lies in the boundary oj S then there is no o~ E G
.such that o~ ~ o` and r is a jacet of a~, and if r does not lie in the óoundary of S
then Ihere is exactly one a~ E G such lhat o~ ~ ar and r is a facet of a~.6
In this scction the set Q" will be triangulated. It is possible to show that Lhe triangulation
of a cornpact set S contains a finite number of simplices. Hence all triangulations considered
in this section contain a finite number oí simplices. If G is a triangulation of a compact,
convcx subset of Rk then the mesh size of the triangulation G, denoted mesh (G) , is given
by
mesh (C) - max {~~x - y~~~ ~3o E G such that x, y E a}.
For the existence of a triangulation of Q" with arbitrarily chosen poeitive meah size, see
van der Laan and Talman (1987).
An esscntial part of the algorithm is that to each point in Q" a label in the set I"tr is
assigned. I~iir every q E Q" Ict I(q) be defined by
I (q) - {7' E 1" I9i. ~ 1 and ~i' (q) - ,Éax ~i (q) } .
Define the labelling function ~: Q" -c I"}1 by
~h(v) j' if j' ~ l(q) :cnd vj E l('~), j' ~ j,
~(q) - ntliff(q)-0. (I)
Definition 3.2 (Proper Labelling F~nction)
'I'he labrlling Junction ~: Q" -~ I"tr is proper if jor every j E I" and x E Q", qi - 1
implir.~ ~(q) ~ j anrlqi - 0 inaplies ~(q) ~ n f 1.
It will be shown that the Iabelling function ~ given in (1) is proper, if the Assumptions
AI-A6 are satisfied.
'I'lic algorit.hrn which will be used to compute an approximation of a set of zero points
uf t.hc fnnc~l,iun ( is idcnt.ical to t.hc onc in van dcr I,aan (1982) whicli is a spc,cial c.Grc of
thc algorithrn in Chaptcr 5 of van der Laan (1980a) and van der Laan and'1'alman (1981).
For the sake of completeness the steps of the algorithm are given below. If the labelling
function is proper, then it can be ahown (van der Laan (1980a)) that each step described
in the algorithm is feasible. Define for J C I" the sets
A(.l) - {xEQ"IbrjEl"`J,xi-O),
(; (.l ) -{o n A(.l ) ~o E C and dinr (a n A(J)) - Ll~}.
I~roni 'I'hex,rem 'l.3 in '1'odd (1976) it [ollows immediately that G(J) is a triangulation
of A(.l ). In thc description of the algorithm given below, a' will denote a simplex and
xi a vcrtcx gcncrated by the algorithm. Jk is a subset of 1" generated by the algorithm
and dctcrrnines a set A(Jk) and a triangulation G(Jk) in which the algorithm generates
simplices. I.et a ttiangulation G of Q" and a proper labelling function ~: Q" -a I"tr be
given. Then the algorithm operates as follows.7
Algorithm
Step 0. Let t - 0, xo - 0", vo - o(xo) , Jo - 0, i- j- k- 0. Go to Step 1.
Stcp I. If ~(s') - n-P 1 thcn stop. If ~(x') ~ Jk then go to Step 3. Otherwise there is a
uniyuc vertex i' of o~ such that i' ~ x' and ~ (i') -~(x') . Go to Step 2.
Step 2. Let r be the facet of a~ opposite i'. If there exiata h E Jk such that r C A(Jk`{h})
then go to Step 4. Otherwise there is a unique point x't' E A(Jk) such that Q~tl -
co (r U {x't' }) is a t-simplex of G(Jk) and Q~t' ~ v~. Increase the values of i and j
by l. Go to Step 1.
Step 3. Define Jkt` - Jk U {~(x')}. There is a unique point x'tl E A(Jkt') such
that a~t' - co(o~ U {x't'}) is a(t t 1) -simplex of G(Jktr). Increase the values of
i, j, k, t by 1. Go to Step 1.
SLep 4. Let .i' be the uniyuc vertcx of o~ such that ~(i)- h and i' ~ i'. Define
Jkt' - Jk `{h} . Uefine o~t' - r. Increase the values of j and k by 1 and decrease
the value of t by 1. Let i' be the element i. Go to Step 2.
In Step 1 the algorithm is initiated. In Step 2 a simplex is replaced by another simplex of
the same dimension, which is possible by the properness of the labelling function. In Step
3 a new simplex is generated which contains the old simplex as a facet and in Step 4 the
new simplex gencrated is a facet of the old simplex.
Definition 3.3 (J-completeneas)
l.et J C 1"t~ 6e given where ~J~ - t. A(t - 1)-simples o(x', .. ., x`) in Q" is J-complete
[j~({x',...,x'}) - J.
Thc sirnplices generated have the property that they are an element of G(J) for some
J C I" with t- ~J~. Furthermore, let two adjacent aimplices o~, a~t' generated by the
algorithm bc given and Ict o~ E C(J), a~t' E G(J). Then o~ fl o~t` is a J U J-comtrlel,c
simplcx in A(J fl J).
Theorem 3.4
l,cl (: be a triangulation oj Q" and ~: Q" -r 1"ti a properlabelling function. Then the
algorilhm terminales in a finite number of steps with an 1"tl-complete n-simplex in Q"
Proof
A detailed proof is given in Chapter 5 of van der Laan (1980a). There it is ahown that Step
2 in the algorithm is feasible due to the proper labelling, and the number of ateps of the
algorithm is finite due to the fact that cycling is impossible by using the "door-in door-outn8
argument of Lemke and Howson (1964) and the finitenesa of the number of simplices in the
collection U~ci"G(J). Hence the algorithm stops in a finite number of atepa with a aimplex
having a vertex with label n-}.1. Thia aimplex has to be n-dimenaional and I"tl-complete
sincc ~(q) ~ n{- 1 if q~ - 0 for some j E I".
Q.E.D.
Hence, íf the labelling function ia proper the algorithm generatea a finite sequence of
adjacent simplices, say oo, ..., o~. The dimension of the simplices is varying from t- 0 at
ao to t- n at o~.
Theorem 3.5
Let the Assumptions AI-A6 be satisfied for an economy E. Then the labelling function
~: Q" ~ 1"}, defined in (I) is proper.
Proof
Let q E Q" be given and let q~ - 0 for aome j E 1". By Property 3 of Theorem 2.2 it holda
that ~~ (q) ? 0. If for some k E I", qk - 1, then by Property 4 of Theorem 2.2 t;k (q) C 0.
Hence I(q) ~ 0 and so ~ (q) ~ n~ 1. Let q E Q" be given and let qi - 1 for some j E In.
Then by definition j~ I(q) and hence ~(q) ~ j.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.8
Let the Assumptions AI-A6 6e satisfied for an economy lï. Let Q be a simplex genemted
by the algorithm using a lriangulation G ojQ". Then jor every e~ 0 there exists a Á) 0
.cuch thnt if mcsh(G) G b then for all q E a, ~~t; (q) ~~~ G e.
Proof
Assume that v is the j-th simplex generated by the algorithm and therefore it will be
denoted by o~. If j - 0 then q - 0" which implies by Property 3 of Theorem 2.2 that
dj E 1", t~ (q) ? 0. Hence by Property 5 of Theorem 2.2 and aince `dj E I", p~ (q) 1 0, it
[ollowa that ~ (q) - 0". So conaider the case where j~ 0. By the remarka above Theorem
3.4, o~'' fl o~ is a J-complete simplex in A(J) for some J C In. Hence, for all q E o'-I flo~
it holds that h E I" ` J impliea qh - 0 and therefore by Property 3 of Theorem 2.2 that
~h (q) ? 0. Let k E J and let x be the vertex of the simplex oi-' fl aJ auch that ~(x) - k.
`fhen ~k(x) - maxhEi" ~h(x) 1 0. So for every k E I" there is a vertex x E o~-' fl o~ such
that ~k (x) ? 0. By Theorem 2.2, ~ is a contínuous function. Define
f - minhE[" {Ph}e
EhE(n ph (2)9
and choose b 1 0 such that x, y E Q" and IIx - ylla, G á implree ~I~ (x) -~(y) II,o C é. Let
q E o~. Then meah (C) c á impliea tlk E I", Sk (q) ~ -È. Uaing Property 5 of Theorem
2.2, p (q) . ~ (q) - 0. Hence
Pk (q) ~k (q) - - ~ Pn (q) ~h (q) C É ~ Pn (q) .
hEJ„`(k) hEl„`tk}
SO (k (q) G é~
hEln`{llyh~ol ~ É`hEln`7l1~h ~ E.
Y!(V) Pj
Q.E.D.
So the total excess demand correaponding with all pointa in the aimplicea generated can
be made less than an arbitrarily apecified e~ 0. Moreover the firat aimplex generated ia
{0"} . Now it will be shown that 1" is a vertex of the last simplex generated.
Theorem 3.7
Let the Assumptions AI-A6 6e satisfied for an economy ï. Then ~(1") - n f 1 and there
is no other point q E Q" such that ~(q) - n-F 1.
Proof
If q I" Lhr~n I(q) - 0~rnrl hr~nr~r' r~(q) -- n l l. Now let q F Q" br~ auch Lhat q~ 1".
f'ropertics 4 and 5 oí 1'heorem 2.2 guarantee that ~~(q) ~ 0 for some j E I" for which
q~ c 1 while qk - 1 implies that [;k(q) C 0. Consequently I(q) ~ 8 and ~(q) ~ n t 1.
Q.E.D.
Therefore the algorithm generates a finite sequence of adjacent simplicea auch that 0" is a
vertex of the first simplex generated and 1" is a vertex of the last simplex generated. This
result cornbincd with Thcorern 3.6 will be used extensively in the next aection to prove the
existence of a connected set containing the two trivial equilibria.
4 The Existence of a Connected Set Containing the
Two lïivial Equilibria
]n this sectiun the propertic~s of Lhc points in the aimplices generated by the algorithm will
be used to prove the existence of a connected set C in Q" such that 0",1" E C and for
each element q in C it holds that S(q) - 0. Theorem 4.1 firat givea an intereating result for
approximate constrained equilibria.
Theorem 4.1
Let the Assumptions A1-A6 be satisfied jor an economy E. Then for eoery r E N there10
exisls a r.onlinuous function f' :[0,1] -. Q" satisfying f' (0) - 0", f' (1) - 1", and
vt E[0,11, IIC(f' (t)) II~ ~ s.
Proof
Consider the simplices ao,...,o~ generated by the algorithm for a triangulation G with
mesh (G) G ó where È is chosen such that Theorem 3.6 óolds for E- ;. Define for j E
{0} UI~ the elementa q~ E Q" as follows. For 0 c j C j- 1, q~ is the barycentre of a~flo~}',
and q~ - 1". Clearly qo - 0". By Theorem 3.7 it holda that 1" E o'. Moreover, for every
j E I~ it holds that q~-' and q~ are elements of o~. For x E R let ~xJ denote the greatest
integer which is less than or equal to x. By the convexity of aimplices and Theorem 3.6, it
is easily verified that the function f' :[0,1] -i Q" defined by
f' (t) -(1-;t f UtJ)q~`~ f Gt - ~tJ) q~`~t', o ~ t ~ 1,
t' (t) - ~, t - 1,
satisfies all conditione of Theorem 4.1.
Q.E.D.
Define
E-{9~ E Q" I~(9~) - 0"} .
Clearly 0" and 1" are elementa of E and therefore E ~ 0. Moreover E ia a closed aet by the
continuity of the function ~. Aa is argued below Theorem 2.2 each element q E E inducea
a constrained equilibrium
~ó~(!~ (q) , L~ (q) , P (q)), . . . ,ó"`(fm (q) , Lm (4) ,P(9)),1(q) , L (q) ,P(q)~ .
For a non-empty, compact set S C R" define the function ds : R" ~ R by
ds(x) - min{IIx -YII~ I Y E S} .
By the theorem of Weierstrasa, the function ds is well-defined. Let S, T be non-empty,
compact aubsets of R". Define e(S, T) by
r(h',"I') - tniu {~Ix - YI~W I x E 5, y E~l~}.
Using the theorem of Weieratrass it followa immediately that e(S,T) ia well-defined.
Clearly, if S and T are disjoint, non-empty, compact subaete of R", then e (S,T) ~ 0.
Proposition 4.2
I.et x, y E R" and a non-empty, compact set S C R" 6e given. Then Ids (x) - ds (y) I C
IIx - YIIx.11
Proof
By definition of ds there exist i, y E S such that Ilx-xll,o - ds (x) and Ily-YII~ - ds (y) .
So it has to be shown that Illx - xII~ - ~ly - yll,ol G Ilx - y~l„ or equivalently
-IIx -yII~ 5 ~~x - ill~ - Ily-yl~~ and [Ix - ill~ - IIy - v~~~ 5 Ilx - yllr".
Thisholds since IIy-vII~ c Ily-xll~ c IIY-xll~f Ilx-iII~ and IIx-xll~ 5 ~Ix-v~I~ 5
Ilx - yII~ f IIy -yII~.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.3
Let 6e given a non-empty compact set S C R". Then the function ds is continuous. Proof
Let be };iw,n a sequence (x'),EN in R" such that x' -a x. Clearly by Propoaition 4.2
0 ~ Ids(x') -ds(x) I s Ilx' - x ll~ ~ 0. So ds (x') -, ds (x) .
Q.E.D.
The following theorem shows that the approximate constrained equilibria given by the
function f' are uniformly close to the set of conatrained equilibria.
Theorem 4.9
Let the Assumptions AI-A6 6e satisfied for an economy E and for everyy r E N let f' :
[0,1] ~ Q" be a continuous function satisfying the properties given in Theorem ,~.1. Then
t1E 1 0, 3R E N such that `dr 1 R, `dt E [0,1], dE (f' (t)) C e.
Proof
Supposc 3e ) 0 such that `dR E N, 3rR ~ R, 3tR E[0,1] satiefying dF(f'R(tR)) )
E. Consider the sequence (j'"(t12))REN in Q". There exiata a convergent subsequence
(Í'"~(tR~))~EN wrth lrrmt, saY, 9 E Q". It holds that
dE (q) - dE 1 ltimoo fR. `tR.I )- i~moo
dE (fR. (fR~)) i f.
Ilowever, `
0 ~ IIC(q)Il oo -
II~ `:~m ~", (tR,))
Iloo - II'~~ ~~~R. `tR.~~ Ilm `-
lim rR, - U,
So q E L and therefore dE (q) - 0, which is a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
Before proving the main theorem a few definitions and properties are given first. Loosely
speaking, a tolwlogical space is connected if it is of one piece. The following formal defi-
nitions of connectedness can be found for example in Dugundji (1965).I2
Definition 4.5 (Connectednesa)
A topological space X is connected if it is not the union of two non-empty, disjoint, closed
set.s.
A subset of a topological space is connected if it becomea a connected space when given
the induced topology.
Definition 4.8 (Component)
The component oj a point x in a topological space X is the union oj all connected subsets
of X containing x.
I1, is c.~.~ily sa,n Lhat each compouent ia c;onnectcd and therefore Lhe component o[ an elc
ment x is the largest connected subset containing x.
Definition 9.7 (Quasicomponent)
The quasicomponent of an element x in a topological space X is the intersection of alJ
subsets of X which are both open and closed and contain x.
I~~~Il~~wing Uuqnudji (19(i~i) il, is nut di(licult to ahow that the collcction uf all compoucuts
partitions X. Similarly the collection of all quasicomponenta partitiona X. In general topo-
logical spaces, components and quasicomponenta need not coincide. However, it ia easily
seen that the component of a point is a subaet of the quasicomponent of this point. The
following example illuatrates the fact that it is poasible that the component of a point ia
a pro~x~r subset of the quasicomponent of thia point. It is a modified veraion of Example
t 15 in Stcx~n and Seebach Jr. (1970).
Example 4.8
Let
Ro -{(9i,9s) E Q~ ~9i - 0},
N~ -{(qi, 9s) E Q~ ~9i - t},
1 1 r
S` - {(91,9s)EQ~III(q1,qT)-(2~2)Iloo-2(rfl) ~~IrEN.
For every r E lN, S' is a square with center ~s, ~~ and diameter r~l. Conaider the set
T- l~ U R' U(UrENS') . Give T the topology induced by the topology of the Euclidean
apace R~. Since `dk E N the aet U;`-1S' is open and closed in T, it holda that the quasi-
component of 0~ ia a subset of f~ U R'. Clearly I~ ie the component of 0'. Hence Ro is
a subset of the quasicomponent of 0'. Since every open and closed set in T containing Ro13
has to contain R' it has to hold that the quasicomponent of 0~ ia Ro U Rl.
Example 4.8 makes clear that the quasicomponent of a point ia not necessarily connected.
Fortunately, the set T of Example 4.8 cannot reault as a set of elementa q E Q~ for which
0' E~(q) , since the set T in Example 4.8 is not cloaed. The following theorem gives
sufficient conditiona guaranteeing that the component and the quasicomponent of a point
c:oincidc.
Theorem 4.9
Get E be a compact subset oj the Euclidean space R". Then the component and the quasi-
component oj each point oj the set E coincide. ~
Proof
If .S is a Knhs~.t of E then cl (.S) and bd (.S) will denote respectively the cloairce of S in F.
and thc boundary o[ S in E. Let an element q of E be given. Clearly the component of
q is contained in the quasicomponent of q. Now the converse will be shown. Let C be the
quasicomponent of some q E E. Since C is an interaection of aeta cloaed in E it is closed
in E itself. It has to be shown that C ia connected. Suppose C is not connected. Then
there exist two non-empty disjoint seta A and B such that A U B - C and A and B are
both closed in C, hence in R". Without losa of generality it can be asaumed that q E A.
Clearly, A and B are compact aets. Therefore the set D defined by
D-{qEEId~(q) C 2e(A'B)J -d"1l`~' 2e(A'B)II
flE
ia well-defined. It follows immediately that D is open in E, A C D, and B fl cl (D) - 0.
Moreover, these three propertiea imply
C fl bd (D) -(A U B) fl bd ( D) - 0. (3)
Let q E B. In the following step of the proof a set which is both open and cloaed in E and
which contains q but which does not contain q is constructed. This yields a contradiction
sinc.o (' is thc qua.vic.otnlxment of q and q is an element of C. If bd (D) - 0 then thc
set I) satisíies the requirements mentioned above and the proof ia finiahed. So asaume
bd ( U) ~ 0. For every r E bd (D) it holds by (3) that r~ C. Hence, aince C is the
quasicomponent of q, for every r E bd (D) there exiats a set F' which is open and cloaed
in E and which ia such that q E F' and r~ F'. The collection {E `F' ~r E bd (D) } ia an
open cover of bd (D) in E and since bd (D) is compact, there exiets a finite aubcover, say
{E `F'~, .. ., E`F'~} of bd (D) . The set f1;E~~F'' is open and cloaed in E and containa
the element q. Moreover, bd(D) fl ~f1;E~~F''~ - 0. Finally conaider the aet F defined by
Zlt ix pawible to verify that the proof given ie valid whenever E is a compact metric space.14
l~' - f) fl ~f1;Er,F''~ . Clearly, q E F and q~ F. F ia an open set in E as an intersection of
finitcly many olx~n 9CLX. I''urthcrmom,
cl(F) e cl(D) ~~~.e~.~~~ - ~D ~ ~~;er.~~l~ ~~bd(D) ~~~:er,F''~~ - F.
Q.E.D.
The next theorem finally givea the desired result. It atates that there ia a component, i.e.
a maximally connected subset of E, containing 0" and 1".
Theorem 4.10
Let the Assumptions AI-A6 be satiafied jor an economy E. Then the set E contains a
component C such that 0" E C and 1" E C.
Proof
Suppose l: does not contain a component such that 0" and 1" are in it. Then by Theorem
4.9 the qua.vicornlxment of0" does not contain 1". Hence thece exists a set Eo which is both
open and closed in E, contains 0", but does not contain 1". Define E' - E`Eo. Clearly
E' is both open and closed in E and contains 1". Since E is a closed subaet of R", Eo and
E' are compact sets in R". Since Eo f1 E' - 0 thia implies that for some e 1 0 it holds
that e(Eo, E') ? e. By Theorem 4.4 there is an r such that for all t E[0,1] it holde that
dE (f' (t)) G zE. It will be shown that for some t' E [0,1] it holds that d~ (f' (t')) G~E
and d~~ (j' (t`)) G ze. Define the function h:[0,1] --r R by
h (t) - deo (f' (t)) - de~ (fT (t)) , dt E [0,1].
By the continuity of the functions f', dEo, and dE~ , the function h is continuous. Moreover
h(0) G-e and h(1) ~ e. Hence there exists a t' E[0,1] such that h(t') - 0, and therefore
dro (j' (t')) - de~ (Ï' (t~)) - de (j' (t')) G ZE.
Consequently there exists qo E Eo and q' E E' auch that ~~ f' (t') - qo~~~
~~f' (t') - q'~~~ G ~e. Hence
E C e~~, F~~ L ~~90 - 9~~~~ C ~~Í' (t~) - 40~~~ ~- ~~Í' (t') - 91~~~ G e,




Let the Assumptions A1-A6 be satisfied jor an economy E. Then there exists a connected
set of constrainedequilibria, containéng the triroial equiliória (wl, ..., wm, Om", L(0"), ~ and15
(u11,...,wm ~(ln) ~mn~P)-
Proof
Define the continuoua function ~: Q" ~ R~"t" by
T~(9) - ~ór ~lr (q),Lr (9),P(4)~ ~...,b'" ~l"`(4),L"`(q),P(q)~ ~l (q),L(9).P(4)~ , `dq E Q".
Let C be the component of Theorem 4.10, containing 0" and 1". Since the image of a
connected set under a continuoua function ia a connected aet, it followe that rG(C) is a
connected set. Moreover, every element of rli(C) is a conatrained equilibrium, ~(0") -
~w',...,wm Om",L(0"),p~ and~(1")-(wl, ..,wm'}(1") Om",P).
Q.E.D.
5 The Case of Upper Semi-Continuous Correspon-
dences
In Sections 5 and 6 the Asaumptiona A1-A5 are made, ao Assumption A6 is dropped. Now
~ is an upper semi-continuous correapondence. Let the aet E be defined by
L;-{qEQ"~0"E~(9)}.
This could also be denoted by E-~'~({0"}), where S-' is the atrong inverse of the
correspondence ~. So again, E is the set of all elementa q E Q" inducing a conatrained
equilibrium. It is easily seen that 0",1" E E if Assumptions A1-A5 are satisfied for an
economy E. In this section it will be ahown that Theorem 4.10 and Corollary 4.11 are still
true if Assumption A6 is not made. However, it ia possible to conatruct examples which
show that Theorem 4.1 need not be true. The way Theorem 4.10 and Corollary 4.11 are
shown to be true if Asaumption A6 is not made, uaes many of the ideas of Sections 3
and 4. Again it is based on a aimplicial algorithm which generates a path of points with
interesting properties. However, the integer labelling algorithm given in Section 3 doea not
yield the propertiea needed if we are working with upper aemi-continuous excesa demand
correapondences instead of continuoua excesa demand functions. In Heringa, Talman, and
Yang (1993) an algorithm ia introduced which generates a path of pointa with the prop-
erties given in Theorem 5.2. In order to make theae propertiea clear a definition ia given
first.
Definition 5.1 (Piecewiae Linear Approximation)
l.et C be a triangulation of Q" and ~: Q" -r R" a( non-empty valuedJ correspondence.
I~ór any point q of Q" Icl z(q) 6r an clcmr~nl of ~(q). 77tcn tlrc pír.cevrise lincar approzi-
mation to ~ urith respect to C is given 6y the continuous function Z: Q" ~ R" defined16
6y Z(q) -~~}~ .1iz(xi), where a(xr,...,x"}') is a simplex in G and `dj E Intl, ai ?
0, ~~}i Ai - 1, 9-~~}i aixi.
In flerings, '1'alman, and Yang (1993) the following theorem is shown.
Theorem 5.2
Let G be a triangulation ojQ" and let ~: Q" ~ R" be a cornapondence satisfying Prop-
erties 1-5 oJ Theorem 2.2. Let Z: Q" ~ R" 6e a piecewise linear approximation of
( with respect to G. Then there exists a continuous function j: (0,1] ~ Q" satisfying
J(0) - 0", J(1) - 1", and dt E[0,1], it holds that for some ~ E R and pi 1 0 jor all
7Eln,
Zi(f(t)) - R- Pi rjji(t) -~.
Zi(j(t)) -~ rÍ0 C Íi(t) C 1,
ii(I(t)) - R t t~i ijfi(t) - l.
Theorem 5.3
Let the Assumptions A1-A5 6e satisfiedfor an economy E. Then E contains a component
C such that 0" E C and 1" E C.
Proof
By I'roposition 1 on page 22 of Hildenbtand (1974) the set E ia cloaed. Because it is a
subset of Q" it therefore has to be compact. Suppose Theorem 5.3 ie not true. Then
by 'fheorem 4.9 the quasicomponent of 0" does not contain 1". Then, similarly to the
prooí of Theorem 4.10, there exist two aets Eo and Er which are both cloaed in E and
which are such that Eo fl Er - l~l, Ea U Er - E, 0" E Ea, and 1" E Er. Hence for aome
e, 0, e(Eo, E') ? E. For every r E N let G' be a triangulation of Q" with meah aize
lesa than or equal to Z and denote the piecewiae linear approximation of ~ with respect
to C' by Z', and the function j given in Theorem 5.2 with rc~aper.t to G' by J'. Define
h':[O,1j~Rby
h'(t) - d~ (f' (t)) - dfi, (j' (t)) , dt E[0,1].
Clearly, by the continuity of the functiona dfio, dE~, f', the function h' is continuous for
every r E N. Moreover, h'(0) G-e and h'(1) 1 e. Let t' be auch that h'(t') - 0. Then
dr.., (.ÍT (t')) - dFa (f' (t`)) - d~ (i (t')) ? 2E. (4)
Let a„ ..., an}~ be non-negative reala satisfying ~~tl a~ - 1, let xl`, ..., x"}~`, be verticea
of a simplex o(xr`, ... , xn}1`) of G',
n}1 n}1
j'(t') -~ a~xi' and Z'(i(t')) - ~ a~z(xi`).
i-~ i-~Consider the sequence
(.~j,...,~"t1,Z(xl~),...,Z(x"tl~)f! ( tf),Z}(J (t~))).
'1'liis aequence remains in a compact set because for all q E Q", z(q) E~(q) impliea
b'j E I", -~;'t w) G z~(q) C~~~i and, by taking a convergent subsequence, without
,
loss of generality it can be assumed that this sequence convergea to an element, say
1 ."tl ~ai,...,a;,tl,z' ,...,z ,4,Z.
Since the mesh size of G' is lesa than or equal to ; it holds that dj E 1"tl, x~' ~ q'. Since
~ is upper semi-continuous it holds that ~dj E I"~l, z'~ E~(q'). Since Z' -~~tl a~z'~,
where dj E I"tl, a~ 1 0 and ~~t~ a~ - 1, it holda that Z' E~(q') because ~ is convex
valued according to Property 1 oí Theorem 2.2.
If t1j E 1", 0 c qj c 1, then, using Theorem 5.2, it has to hold that Vj, k E I", Z~ - Zk.
By Property 5 of Theorem 2.2 p(q') . Z' - 0, where `dj E I", p~(q') ~ 0. Hence it has to
hold that Z' - 0".
I[ 3j E ~" such that q~ - 0, then define Io(q') - {j E I" ~ q~ - 0}. If j E lo(q')
and k E 1" ` lo(q') then by Theorem 5.2 and Property 3 of Theorem 2.2 it óolda that
0 G Z~ C Zk. Therefore by Property 5 oí Theorem 2.2, Z' - 0".
If 3j E I" such that q~ - 1, then define Il(q') - {j E 1" ~ q~ - 1}. If j E I'(q')
and k E I" `Il(q') then by Theorem 5.2 and Property 4 of Theorem 2.2 it holda that
0~'I,~ 1 7.j. which again implies T,' - 0".
Ilcucc y' E Is aud d~;(q') - 0. llowever, by Propoaition 4.3 and (4),
dE(q )- dE (ly moo! `tr)) - ly~dE (~ (t')) i 2E i ~,
which is a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.4
l,et Ihc n~.RUmplions AI-A5 be satisfied jor an economy E. Then there exists a connected
set oj constrained equilibria, containing the triroial equilibria (wl, ..., wm,Om", L(0"), ~ and
(wl, ..,wm ~(ln) ~mn,p).
Proof
I.et C bc the component obtained in Theorem 5.3. Define the set M - {(xl,...,x"`) E
[jm i li" ~~m ~ x' -~m ~ w'}. Define thc non-empty and convex valued upper semi-
continuoua correspondence 1G : C~ R3mn}n by
TG(q) - ~6~~t~(q),~'(q),P(q)~x{~l(q),~(q),P(q)~}fl(MxRsm"t"),b'qEC.18
'1'hcxircrn Fi.4 is shown if it is proved that the set tG(C) -{x E Ramn}n I 3q E C such that x E
r~(q)} is connected, aince the set ,G(C) contains only constrained equilibria, 0",1" E C,
T~(0") - {~w',...,wm Om",~(0")~P~~~ and rli(1") - {(wt,...,wm'illn)'Omn,P)}.
5uppose Lhe set r~(C) is not connected, then it can be partitioned in noln-empty, dis-
joint sets .S' and S~, which are both closed in the aet rli(C). Consider the non-empty
scts ~i-'(.S') and r~-'(S~). By l'roposition 1 on page 22 of Hildenbrand (1974) both
c(,-~(.4~) and ~~-'(.S~) are closed in C,. Clearly ~-'(S') U t(i-'(S~) - C. Hence i[ it can
be shown that 1(i-'(S') fl ~-'(S~) - 0 then a contradiction with the connectedneas of
C is obtained and Theorem 5.4 has been proved. Suppose q E ~i-'(Sl) fl tli-'(S~) and
x', x~ E~(q) where x' E S' and x~ E S~. Since tli is convex valued it holda that for every
a E[0, 1], (1-a)x'tax~ E tli(q). Hence there exists a continuous function h :[0,1] -. ~i(C)
such that h(0) - x' and h(1) - x'. By Theorem 5.3 of Dugundji (1965) this impliea that x'
is contained in the component oi x', which is a contradiction. Hence tG'' (Sl)fl~-' (S') - 0.
6 Equilibriurn Existence Results
'I'he following definition gives a slight generalization of the equilibrium concept used in
Urèzc (1975).
Definition 8.1 (Drèze Equilibrium)
A Urru cquilibrium with respect to commodity j E In of an economy E is a constmined
equilibrium (x'', . . . , x'm, I'', . . . , !'m, L'1, . . . , L'm, p' ) of the economy E satisfyíng bi E
!m, 1~~ ~ 2~' - u,'~ ~ G~'.
It is casily seen that the existence of a Drèze equilibrium with respect to commodity j E I"
is equivalent to the set Efl {q E Q" ~ 3 C q~ C ~} being non-empty. It is also easily obaerved
that t.he two trivial equilibria do not satisfy the requirementa of a Drèze equilibtium with
respc,ct to sornc commodity j E I". In van der Laan and Talman (1990) it is shown that
!or an economy with uniform rationing schemes it holda that
bJE In, baE[0,11, E~(qEGl"~4i-a}~0. (5)
In the following a constrained equilibrium induced by an element in the set given in (5) will
be called a Drèze equilibrium with respect to the pair (j,a). For the following definition
scr van dcr I,aan (1980, 1982) and Kurz (1982).
Definition 8.2 (Supply Constrained Equilibrium)
A rcrd unernplo~nent cquilibrium or a supply constrained equilibrium of an economy i
is a constrained equilibrium (x'', ..., x'm, l'', ...,1'm, L'', ..., L'm, p') of the economy E19
salé.tiJying Vi E l,", dj E 1,,, x~' - f~~ C h~' nnd 3k E I" snch thal `di E!m, lk' G xk - wk G
Lk .
It is easily seen that the existence of a aupply constrained equilibrium is equivalent to the
set B n{q E Q" ~ 3 C max~E~„ q~ C 3} being non-empty. It is also easily observed that the
two trivial equilibria do not satisfy the requirements of a supply conatrained equilibrium.
A demand constrained equilibrium could be defined analogously to a supply conatrained
equilibrium. In llerings (1992) it is shown that
~d~ E Q", F. n{q E Q" ~ bj E I", 9i G cYj, 3k E]n, qk - CYk} ~ B.
Corresponding equilibria are called extended supply conatrained equilibria with respect to
the vector a in Q". Moreover in Herings (1992) it is shown that
~~i E Q", t'.' n{y E Q" ~ Vj E In, qi ~~i, 3k E In, qk - F'k} iE ~.
Corresponding equilibria are called extended demand constrained equilibria with respect
to thc vector ~ in Q". Using Theorem 5.3 the existence ofeach of the conatrained equilibria
nicntioncd abovc is vcry casily shown. The existence results follow as easy corollaries to
'Cheorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.3
Lel lhe Assumptions A1-A5 6e satisfied Jor an economy E. Let g : Q" ~ R be a continuous
Junction satisJying g(0") C O and g(1") 1 0. Then g-r({o}) n E~ 0.
Proof
Let C be the connected component obtained in Theorem 5.3. Since g ia continuous it
follows that g(C) is a connected subset of R. Since all connected subsets of R are intervals
and sincc 0", I" E C, g(0") C 0, and g(1") 1 0, it holds that 0 E ,q(C) C.q(F).
Q.E.D.
Ilenides Lhe existence of each one of the constrained equilibria defined above, Theorem 6.3
:clso inuncdiatcly yiclds thc cxistcncc o[ a cornponcnt of thc sct of conatraincd cquilibria,
whiclr contains the two trivial equilibria and all the constrained equilibria defined above.
Now Nj E I", da E[0, 1], the existence of a Drèze equilibrium with respect to the pair
(j, a) [ollows by Theorem 6.3, where g: Q" -1 R is defined by
g(q) - qi - a~ dq E Q".
Moreover, for each a E Q", the existence of an extended supply constrained equilibrium
with respect to ~ follows by Theorem 6.3, where g: Q" -i R is defined by
9(q) - max {qi -~i ~ J E f"} ~ dq E Q".20
Finally, (or each ~ E Q", the existence of an extended demand constrained equilibrium
with respect to (i follows by Theorem 6.3, where g: Q" -~ R is defined by
!1(q) - min {qi '~i ~ 1 E l"} ~ d9 E Q"-
7 Conclusions
Using concepts from mathematical programming and topology it is possible to show that
the set oíconstrained equilibriaofan economy with some rationing system has a component
containing the two trivial equilibria. It is shown that this result is true if the demand
funcl.ions uf this economy are contimwus, or even if the demand correspondences o( this
economy are upper semi-continuous. Using these resulta all known equilibrium existence
results for these economies are very easily shown.
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